
Title: Rotate and Revolve: Earth’s Movements                                                                
 

Objective: Using a model, students will recognize the difference between rotation 

and revolution. Observe how these movements impact day, night, and seasons. 

Time: 15 minutes 

Materials Needed: Yellow ball or light to represent the sun. Globe with small flag 

attached to MN or tilted Styrofoam ball attached to stick with north and south 

hemispheres colored differently and small flag marker at MN.  

 

Directions: 
1. Students stand in a circle. Yellow ball or light placed in the center of the circle to represent the sun. 

2. Using Earth model, face MN flag towards sun and ask if it is daytime or nighttime now. Ask for evidence. Have a student rotate 

the Earth model to show midnight. Keep rotating Earth counterclockwise and ask students to raise their hand when they think it is 

sunrise in Minnesota, lunchtime, etc. 

3. Point out North and South hemispheres and ask where Minnesota is located. Now, model the Earth in summer (June 20-22, 

summer solstice) where the Northern hemisphere is tilted toward sun. How are sun rays hitting MN? What season and give 

reason? Where would Earth be in orbit for Minnesota to have winter? Explain. Move Earth to that position and students guess 

month. (Dec.20-22, winter solstice). Describe how the Sun’s rays are hitting MN now. 

4. Continue orbiting/revolving Earth around the sun and stop at March 21-22 (spring equinox), summer solstice again, Sept. 21-23 

(fall equinox) and winter solstice. Students explain season at each point. Ask students what is happening in the Southern 

Hemisphere in comparison to what we are experiencing in Minnesota at different times/positions? 

 

Discussion Questions: Embedded in Directions above. (Additional questions and graphics found online at jeffersfoundatin.org) 

 

 

 

   

Activity 
Theme: Astronomy 
Topic: Seasons 
Suggested Grade Level: 3-5 
Indoors or Outdoors: Either 

65 



Science and Engineering Practices: 

2. Developing and using models; 4. Analyzing and interpreting data; 7. Engaging in argument from evidence. 

Crosscutting Concept: 
1. Patterns; 2. Cause and effect: mechanism and explanation. 

Disciplinary Core Ideas: 
Earth and Space Sciences: ESS1: Earth’s place in the universe. 

 

Background Information: 
● Rotate: when an object such as a planet spins on its internal axis. 

● Revolve: when one object moves around another object (an external axis) in an orbit. 

● The Earth is divided into two hemispheres by the equator. The hemisphere (Northern or Southern) tilted closest to the sun will be 

the warmest because it receives more direct rays and more hours of sunlight. The two hemispheres have opposite seasons. 

● Solstice: Day of most or least amount of sunlight during the year (excluding equator). Summer Solstice is the longest day of the 

year. Winter Solstice is the shortest day of the year. 

● Equinox: Occurs when day and night are of equal length.                                                                                                                                      

 

Additional Resources: 
● The Reasons For Seasons by Gail Gibbons 

● Our Solar System by Seymour Simon                                               

 

Correlates with: 
Greeting - Rotate, Rotate, Revolve (p. 30) 

Interdisciplinary Lesson - Length of Daylight (p. 102) 




